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Instructions for Gathering Background information on Jamestown.
1. Read the introduction.
2. Examine the map of Jamestown and answer the questions
3. Read the passage relating some background information about Jamestown.
4. Take notes on the background reading about Jamestown.
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Instructions for Notes
First read the entire passage to get an overview of its information.
Then begin to take notes.
○ Go paragraph by paragraph.
○ Note the main idea of the paragraph.
■ Place the main idea along the inside edge of the note column.
○ Bullet the the key details that develop this main idea underneath.
■ Be sure to indent the details a full half inch.
■ If there are sub-details for a detail, you should indent and bullet
these under the detail.
○ Use key words and phrases
○ When you have finished the notes, go back and write questions in the question
column that would help you quiz yourself on the ideas.
■ Write the question right next to the where the notes that answer it
are found.
See model.
Model of Notes

Reading
The purpose of the first voyage in 1584 was only to discover the characteristics of the
region. The men landed on the Outer Banks of present-day North Carolina and made mostly
friendly contact there with the Native people. Two Natives returned to England with the men.
Due to their positive report, Queen Elizabeth gave Raleigh a grant, a document of permission, to
settle a new colony that would be called “Virginia,: as she was known as “The Virgin Queen”
because she was unmarried.
Notes
Questions

Notes

When was the voyage?

First Voyage (1584) ● Purpose - Explore and Describe the region
● Where - Outer Banks
○ now in North Carolina
● Contact with Natives - friendly
○ Two return with them
● Give report to Queen - positive
○ Gives Raleigh permission to start a colony
○ Will call it Virginia
■ For “Virgin Queen” - unmarried

What was the purpose of the first
voyage?
Where did it go?
Describe contact with natives.

Describe result of voyage?
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